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 This document is about the origin of the ceremony by Kamakura Shogunate. 
 First,I tried to research the formation of the new years’ceremony by Kamakura  
Shogunate.When Yoritomo Minamoto fought against Heike Family,so he formed it to  
pray the victory for his army and make the strong relationship between him and his
servants.But the fight was over,so he and his successors changed the patterns of 
the new years’ceremony.That is why it is influenced by the actual policy of the  
Kamakura Shogunate. 
 Second,I tried to research the creation of “zuihyo”（warriors who play a part in 
guard of a parade）in the parade by Kamakura Shogunate.At first, “zuihyo”is about
the domestic servants,but in the noble parade,“zuihyo”becomes a part in guard of
a parade.In Kamakura Shogunate,“zuihyo”is not only a part in guard of a parade, 
but also a part for the servants from Kanto provinces which set a high value on 
military abilities and results.So the Kamakura Shogunates’parade is formed by the
actual policies of the Kamakura Shogunate. 
 Third,I tried to research the creation of “samuraidokoro”（a system to regulate
the servants of Kamakura Shogunate）.At first,“samuraidokoro”is not one of the 
domestic system,but temporal system to regurate servants which fight the Heike  
Family.But the battle was over,it became the domestic system to manage the ceremony
of the Kamakura Shogunate.Because the celemony is almost organized by the servants
of the Kamakura Shogunate,“samuraidokoro”is useful to regulate them. 
 As a result,the formation the celemony by the Kamakura Shogunate is influenced by 
the society of Kanto provinces,real policies of Kamakura Shogunate. 
